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Order-number:
Pascal - pressure equipment 0000 0061

Hydraulics / Pneumatics
Physical basic experiments

The table model with stand and mounting plate con-
tains a plexiglass cylinder at that the 4 exits are con-
nected by pressure pipes in each case with a mano-
meter. By means of a hand pump the Plexi cylinder is
filled with air .

The constant expansion of pressure is indicated at the
manometers. An appropriate bleed screw makes the
pressure release possible.

Typical examples within the range automotive are e.g.
Air pressure in the tire, air pressure in the pressure
vessel of a compressed air brake, air pressure in the
storage vessel of a pneumatic closing system.

Pascal - pressure equipment

7.1

Technical Data:
Dim.: approx. 440 x 320 x 460 mm

Weight: approx. 3 kg

Physics is an essential part in the automotive technology. The basic experiments serve the student to
understandcertain control systems and regulations of processes in the automotive sector.

Order-number:
Negative pressure influence 0000 0063

The table model with stand and mounting plate con-
tains three differently large glass bulbs with scaling,
which are connected with a pressure hose in each
case. A moving way cock with spring scale is ap-
propriate above.

For the selection of the cylinder which can be exami-
ned the way cock is to be adjusted accordingly and
the dynamometer removed. By means of the piston of
the hand vaccum pump a volume increase can take
place, which leads to a decrease of pressure of enclo-
sed air. The necessary strength is read from the dyna-
mometer.

Typical examples within the range automotive are e.g.
Brake booster or door closing device of a central lo-
cking system.

Negative pressure influence

Technical Data:
Dim.: approx. 320 x 320 x 500 mm

Weight: approx. 3 kg


